OPTION A5
1.4.20

Schematic presentation of option A5 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 42. Option
A5 is based on option A4 but also assumes an additional link between the A327 Reading Road and
the B3030 Sindlesham Road.

1.4.21

Modelled flows predicted under option A5 are presented in figure 43 for the AM peak and figure 45
for the PM peak. Option A5 flows have been compared against the do-minimum flows and the
changes in flows are demonstrated in figures 44 and 46 for the AM and PM respectively. Links
coloured in various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an
introduction of the Relief Road whereas those links coloured in different shades of blue are likely to
carry less traffic when compared to the do-minimum scenario. The absolute differences in flows of
less than 50 pcu are not shown.

1.4.22

Figures 47 and 48 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates a spare capacity. A
VoC value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within,
but approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and
above indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays.

1.4.23

Traffic effects of the introduction of the Relief Road are described in table 11.

Figure 42:

Option A5 assumptions

Table 11:
Criteria

Option A5 results
WSTM3 results

(1) Relieve congestion
through the village

Under option A5 the section of the Relief Road between Eversley
Road and Reading Road is predicted to attract in the AM peak 9931,083 pcu in the northbound direction and 842-916 pcu in the
southbound direction. In the PM peak the same section of the Relief
Road is forecast to carry 954-1077 pcu in the northbound direction
and 989-1,117 pcu in the southbound direction.
The section of the Relief Road between the A327 Reading Road and
the B3030 Sindlesham Road is forecast to attract 348 northbound
pcu and 268 southbound pcu in the AM peak. In the PM peak the
same section of the Relief Road will carry 243 pcu 276 pcu in the
northbound and southbound directions respectively.
An introduction of an alternative route through the village of Arborfield
will significantly reduce the traffic going through the village thus
providing a congestion relief. Under option A5 the traffic volumes
passing through the village will drop significantly below the 2010
levels.

(2) Relieve congestion at
Arborfield Cross

VoC values at the Arborfield Cross junction fall below 75%.

(3) Impact on the local
roads

Option A5 results in a local reassignment of traffic with the following
main changes in traffic flows on local roads:

The comparison of options A4 and A5 shows that the latter provides
a higher reduction in VoC values at Arborfield Cross.

The section of the B3030 Sindlesham Road between the
Arborfield Cross roundabout and the Relief Road shows a significant
reduction in traffic as a significant proportion of traffic is now carried
by the additional link between the A327 Reading Road and the
B3030 Sindlesham Road
Church Lane shows a reduction in traffic particularly in the
eastbound direction as traffic uses a quicker link between the A327
Reading Road and the B3030 Sindlesham Road instead
Section of Swallowfield Road between the Relief Road and the
Arborfield Cross roundabout shows a substantial reduction in traffic of
around 230 and 250 two-way pcu in the AM and PM peak
respectively.
Other

The additional capacity provided by the Relief Road results in an
effect of induced traffic attracting to the A327 corridor around 144
northbound pcu in the AM peak, which previously used other routes
to reach their ultimate destinations. In the PM peak the effect of
induced traffic is negligible.

+/ Effect

Figure 43:

Figure 44:

Option A5. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A5 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 45:

Figure 46:

Option A5. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A5 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 47:

Option A5. 2026 AM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

Figure 48:

Option A5. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

OPTION A6
1.4.24

Schematic presentation of option A6 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 49. Option
A6 is based on option A5 but assumes that the existing road between the Arborfield Cross
roundabout and the new roundabout on the A327 Reading Road is removed.

1.4.25

Modelled flows predicted under option A6 are presented in figure 50 for the AM peak and figure 52
for the PM peak. Option A6 flows have been compared against the do-minimum flows and the
changes in flows are demonstrated in figures 51 and 53 for the AM and PM respectively. Links
coloured in various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an
introduction of the Relief Road whereas those links coloured in different shades of blue are likely to
carry less traffic when compared to the do-minimum scenario. The absolute differences in flows of
less than 50 pcu are not shown.

1.4.26

Figures 54 and 55 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates a spare capacity. A
VoC value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within,
but approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and
above indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays.

1.4.27

Traffic effects of the introduction of the Relief Road are described in table 12.

Figure 49:

Option A6 assumptions

Table 12:
Criteria

Option A6 results
WSTM3 results

(1) Relieve congestion
through the village

Under option A6 the section of the Relief Road between Eversley
Road and Reading Road is predicted to attract in the AM peak 1,0391,396 pcu in the northbound direction and 842-1,047 pcu in the
southbound direction. In the PM peak the same section of the Relief
Road is forecast to carry 943-1,223 pcu in the northbound direction
and 1,005-1,203 pcu in the southbound direction.
The section of the Relief Road between the A327 Reading Road and
the B3030 Sindlesham Road is forecast to attract 374 northbound
pcu and 369 southbound pcu in the AM peak. In the PM peak the
same section of the Relief Road will carry 256 pcu and 314 pcu in the
northbound and southbound directions respectively.
An introduction of an alternative route through the village of Arborfield
will significantly reduce the traffic going through the village thus
providing a congestion relief. Under option A6 the traffic volumes
passing through the village will drop significantly below the 2010
levels.

(2) Relieve congestion at
Arborfield Cross

VoC values at the Arborfield Cross junction fall below 75%.

(3) Impact on the local
roads

Option A6 results in a local reassignment of traffic with the following
main changes in traffic flows on local roads:
The section of the B3030 Sindlesham Road between the
Arborfield Cross roundabout and the Relief Road shows a significant
reduction in traffic as a significant proportion of traffic is now carried
by the additional link between the A327 Reading Road and the
B3030 Sindlesham Road
Church Lane shows a reduction in traffic particularly in the
eastbound direction as traffic uses a quicker link between the A327
Reading Road and the B3030 Sindlesham Road instead
Traffic on School Road is predicted to decrease in the westbound
direction by around 150 pcu in the AM and around 70 pcu in the PM

Other

The additional capacity provided by the Relief Road results in an
effect of induced traffic attracting to the A327 corridor around 159
northbound pcu in the AM peak and around 81 southbound pcu in the
PM peak, which previously used other routes to reach their ultimate
destinations.

+/ Effect

Figure 50:

Figure 51:

Option A6. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A6 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 52:

Figure 53:

Option A6. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A6 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 54:

Option A6. 2026 AM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

Figure 55:

Option A6. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

OPTION A7
1.4.28

Schematic presentation of option A7 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 56. Option
A7 is based on option A6 but assumes that Arborfield Cross roundabout is a completely uncontrolled
space. It should be noted that Saturn does not provide a representation of uncontrolled junctions
therefore the junction was presented in option A7 as a roundabout with saturation flows reduced to
750pcu/hr.

1.4.29

Modelled flows predicted under option A7 are presented in figure 57 for the AM peak and figure 59
for the PM peak. Option A7 flows have been compared against the do-minimum flows and the
changes in flows are demonstrated in figures 58 and 60 for the AM and PM respectively. Links
coloured in various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an
introduction of the Relief Road whereas those links coloured in different shades of blue are likely to
carry less traffic when compared to the do-minimum scenario. The absolute differences in flows of
less than 50 pcu are not shown.

1.4.30

Figures 61 and 62 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates a spare capacity. A
VoC value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within,
but approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and
above indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays.

1.4.31

Traffic effects of the introduction of the Relief Road are described in table 13.

Figure 56:

Option A7 assumptions

Table 13:
Criteria

Option A7 results
WSTM3 results

(1) Relieve congestion
through the village

Under option A7 the section of the Relief Road between Eversley
Road and Reading Road is predicted to attract in the AM peak 1,0421,403 pcu in the northbound direction and 841-1,046 pcu in the
southbound direction. In the PM peak the same section of the Relief
Road is forecast to carry 947-1,232 pcu in the northbound direction
and 1,010-1,204 pcu in the southbound direction.
The section of the Relief Road between the A327 Reading Road and
the B3030 Sindlesham Road is forecast to attract 390 northbound
pcu and 379 southbound pcu in the AM peak. In the PM peak the
same section of the Relief Road will carry 275 pcu and 336 pcu in the
northbound and southbound directions respectively.
An introduction of an alternative route through the village of Arborfield
will significantly reduce the traffic going through the village thus
providing a congestion relief. Under option A7 the traffic volumes
passing through the village will drop significantly below the 2010
levels.
Flow comparison between option A6 and A7 shows that the impact of
the introduction of an uncontrolled space at Arborfield Cross is
negligible.

(2) Relieve congestion at
Arborfield Cross

VoC values at the Arborfield Cross junction fall below 75%.

(3) Impact on the local
roads

Option A7 results in a local reassignment of traffic with the following
main changes in traffic flows on local roads:
The section of the B3030 Sindlesham Road between the
Arborfield Cross roundabout and the Relief Road shows a significant
reduction in traffic as a significant proportion of traffic is now carried
by the additional link between the A327 Reading Road and the
B3030 Sindlesham Road
Church Lane shows a reduction in traffic particularly in the
eastbound direction as traffic uses a quicker link between the A327
Reading Road and the B3030 Sindlesham Road instead
Traffic on School Road is predicted to decrease in the westbound
direction by around 150 pcu in the AM and around 70 pcu in the PM

Other

The additional capacity provided by the Relief Road results in an
effect of induced traffic attracting to the A327 corridor around 160
northbound pcu in the AM peak and around 86 southbound pcu in the
PM peak, which previously used other routes to reach their ultimate
destinations.

+/ Effect

Figure 57:

Figure 58:

Option A7. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A7 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 59:

Figure 60:

Option A7. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A7 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 61:

Option A7. 2026 AM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

Figure 62:

Option A7. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

OPTION A8
1.4.32

Schematic presentation of option A8 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 63. Option
A8 assumes that the Relief Road would run between Langley Common Road, A327 Reading Road
and B3030 Sindlesham Road with a 40mph speed limit all the way through. At its northern end the
Relief Road will be connected to Sindlesham Road via a priority junction with the Relief RoadSindlesham Road North being the major movement and Sindlesham South being a minor arm.
Arborfield Cross is assumed to be a staggered priority junction.

1.4.33

Modelled flows predicted under option A8 are presented in figure 64 for the AM peak and figure 66
for the PM peak. Option A8 flows have been compared against the do-minimum flows and the
changes in flows are demonstrated in figures 65 and 67 for the AM and PM respectively. Links
coloured in various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an
introduction of the Relief Road whereas those links coloured in different shades of blue are likely to
carry less traffic when compared to the do-minimum scenario. The absolute differences in flows of
less than 50 pcu are not shown.

1.4.34

Figures 68 and 69 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates a spare capacity. A
VoC value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within,
but approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and
above indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays.

1.4.35

Traffic effects of the introduction of the Relief Road are described in table 14.

Figure 63:

Option A8 assumptions

Table 14:
Criteria

Option A8 results
WSTM3 results

(1) Relieve congestion
through the village

Under option A8 the section of the Relief Road between the A327
Eversley Road and Reading Road is predicted to attract in the AM
peak 807-822 pcu in the northbound direction and 855-888 pcu in the
southbound direction. In the PM peak the same section of the Relief
Road is forecast to carry 1,023-1,144 pcu in the northbound direction
and 918-1,032 pcu in the southbound direction.
The section of the Relief Road between the A327 Reading Road and
the B3030 Sindlesham Road is forecast to attract 540 northbound
pcu and 464 southbound pcu in the AM peak. In the PM peak the
same section of the Relief Road will carry 404 pcu and 304 pcu in the
northbound and southbound directions respectively.
An introduction of an alternative route through the village of Arborfield
will significantly reduce the traffic going through the village thus
providing a congestion relief. Under option A8 the traffic volumes
passing through the village will drop below the 2010 levels.

(2) Relieve congestion at
Arborfield Cross

VoC values at the Arborfield Cross junction are high at just below
100% in the AM and above 100% in the PM.

(3) Impact on the local
roads

There is an overall reduction in traffic on local roads located east of
the Relief Road and along Church Lane

Other

Option A8 results in a number of junction approaches and junction
turning movements experiencing high VoC. The junctions include:
B3030 Sindlesham Road/northern end of the Relief Road and the
A327 Reading Road/Arborfield Relief Road.

+/ Effect

Figure 64:

Figure 65:

Option A8. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A8 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 66:

Figure 67:

Option A8. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A8 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 68:

Option A8. 2026 AM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

Figure 69:

Option A8. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

OPTION A9
1.4.36

Schematic presentation of option A9 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 70. Option
A9 assumes that the Relief Road would run between Langley Common Road, A327 Reading Road
and B3030 Sindlesham Road with a 40mph speed limit all the way through. Arborfield Cross is
assumed to be a staggered priority junction and access from Sindlesham Road is assumed to be
severed.

1.4.37

Modelled flows predicted under option A9 are presented in figure 71 for the AM peak and figure 73
for the PM peak. Option A9 flows have been compared against the do-minimum flows and the
changes in flows are demonstrated in figures 72 and 74 for the AM and PM respectively. Links
coloured in various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an
introduction of the Relief Road whereas those links coloured in different shades of blue are likely to
carry less traffic when compared to the do-minimum scenario. The absolute differences in flows of
less than 50 pcu are not shown.

1.4.38

Figures 75 and 76 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates a spare capacity. A
VoC value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within,
but approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and
above indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays.

1.4.39

Traffic effects of the introduction of the Relief Road are described in table 15.

Figure 70:

Option A9 assumptions

Table 15:
Criteria

Option A9 results
WSTM3 results

(1) Relieve congestion
through the village

Under option A9 the section of the Relief Road between the A327
Eversley Road and Reading Road is predicted to attract in the AM
peak 969-1,016 pcu in the northbound direction and 912-970 pcu in
the southbound direction. In the PM peak the same section of the
Relief Road is forecast to carry 1,057-1,164 pcu in the northbound
direction and 1,020-1,105 pcu in the southbound direction.
The section of the Relief Road between the A327 Reading Road and
the B3030 Sindlesham Road is forecast to attract 602 northbound
pcu and 673 southbound pcu in the AM peak. In the PM peak the
same section of the Relief Road will carry 578 pcu and 665 pcu in the
northbound and southbound directions respectively.
An introduction of an alternative route through the village of Arborfield
will significantly reduce the traffic going through the village thus
providing a congestion relief. Under option A9 the traffic volumes
passing through the village will drop significantly below the 2010
levels.

(2) Relieve congestion at
Arborfield Cross

VoC values at the Arborfield Cross junction drop below 75% with the
exception is one approach from School Road in the PM peak.

(3) Impact on the local
roads

There is an overall reduction in traffic on local roads located east of
the Relief Road and along Church Lane

Other

In option A9 the A327 Reading Road/Arborfield Relief Road
roundabout demonstrates high VoC (in some cases exceeding 100%)
on all the approaches to the junction.

+/ Effect

Figure 71:

Figure 72:

Option A9. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A9 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 73:

Figure 74:

Option A9. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A9 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 75:

Option A9. 2026 AM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

Figure 76:

Option A9. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

OPTION A10
1.4.40

Schematic presentation of option A10 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 77. This
option is based on option A8 but assumes a slightly larger roundabout on the A327 Reading Road.
This aims to test if the delays forecast under option A8 reduce with an increased capacity at this
location.

1.4.41

Modelled flows predicted under option A10 are presented in figure 78 for the AM peak and figure 80
for the PM peak. Option A10 flows have been compared against the do-minimum flows and the
changes in flows are demonstrated in figures 79 and 81 for the AM and PM respectively. Links
coloured in various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an
introduction of the Relief Road whereas those links coloured in different shades of blue are likely to
carry less traffic when compared to the do-minimum scenario. The absolute differences in flows of
less than 50 pcu are not shown.

1.4.42

Figures 82 and 83 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates a spare capacity. A
VoC value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within,
but approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and
above indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays.

1.4.43

Traffic effects of the introduction of the Relief Road are described in table 16.

Figure 77:

Option A10 assumptions

Table 16:
Criteria

Option A10 results
WSTM3 results

(1) Relieve congestion
through the village

Under option A10 the section of the Relief Road between the A327
Eversley Road and Reading Road is predicted to attract in the AM
peak 1,055-1,200 pcu in the northbound direction and 859-899 pcu in
the southbound direction. In the PM peak the same section of the
Relief Road is forecast to carry 1,008-1,128 pcu in the northbound
direction and 926-1,042 pcu in the southbound direction.
The section of the Relief Road between the A327 Reading Road and
the B3030 Sindlesham Road is forecast to attract 591 northbound
pcu and 378 southbound pcu in the AM peak. In the PM peak the
same section of the Relief Road will carry 341 pcu and 429 pcu in the
northbound and southbound directions respectively.
An introduction of an alternative route through the village of Arborfield
will significantly reduce the traffic going through the village thus
providing a congestion relief. Under option A10 the traffic volumes
passing through the village will drop well below the 2010 levels.

(2) Relieve congestion at
Arborfield Cross

VoC values at the Arborfield Cross junction are high on the B3030
Sindlesham Road approach at 97% in the AM and at 98% in the PM.

(3) Impact on the local
roads

There is an overall reduction in traffic on local roads located east of
the Relief Road and along Church Lane

Other

In the AM the B3030 Sindlesham Road approach at Arborfield Relief
Road/ B3030 Sindlesham Road priority junction is showing VoC of
92%.

+/ Effect

Figure 78:

Figure 79:

Option A10. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A10 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 80:

Figure 81:

Option A10. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A10 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 82:

Option A10. 2026 AM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

Figure 83:

Option A10. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

OPTION A11
1.4.44

Schematic presentation of option A11 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 84. This
option is based on option A9 but assumes a slightly larger roundabout on the A327 Reading Road.
This aims to test if the delays forecast under option A9 reduce with an increased capacity at this
location.

1.4.45

Modelled flows predicted under option A11 are presented in figure 85 for the AM peak and figure 87
for the PM peak. Option A11 flows have been compared against the do-minimum flows and the
changes in flows are demonstrated in figures 86 and 88 for the AM and PM respectively. Links
coloured in various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an
introduction of the Relief Road whereas those links coloured in different shades of blue are likely to
carry less traffic when compared to the do-minimum scenario. The absolute differences in flows of
less than 50 pcu are not shown.

1.4.46

Figures 89 and 90 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates a spare capacity. A
VoC value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within,
but approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and
above indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays.

1.4.47

Traffic effects of the introduction of the Relief Road are described in table 17.

Figure 84:

Option A11 assumptions

Table 17:
Criteria

Option A11 results
WSTM3 results

(1) Relieve congestion
through the village

Under option A11 the section of the Relief Road between the A327
Eversley Road and Reading Road is predicted to attract in the AM
peak 1,086-1,230 pcu in the northbound direction and 924-994 pcu in
the southbound direction. In the PM peak the same section of the
Relief Road is forecast to carry 1,095-1,247 pcu in the northbound
direction and 1,025-1,164 pcu in the southbound direction.
The section of the Relief Road between the A327 Reading Road and
the B3030 Sindlesham Road is forecast to attract 763 northbound
pcu and 677 southbound pcu in the AM peak. In the PM peak the
same section of the Relief Road will carry 625 pcu and 763 pcu in the
northbound and southbound directions respectively.
An introduction of an alternative route through the village of Arborfield
will significantly reduce the traffic going through the village thus
providing a congestion relief. Under option A11 the traffic volumes
passing through the village will drop well below the 2010 levels.

(2) Relieve congestion at
Arborfield Cross

VoC values at the Arborfield Cross junction are below 78% in the AM
and below 77% in the PM.

(3) Impact on the local
roads

There is an overall reduction in traffic on local roads located east of
the Relief Road and along Church Lane

Other

In the AM the northern approach from the Arborfield Relief Road at
the Arborfield Relief Road/A327 Reading Road junction shows VoC
of 91%.

+/ Effect

Figure 85:

Figure 86:

Option A11. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A11 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 87:

Figure 88:

Option A11. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Option A11 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 89:

Option A11. 2026 AM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

Figure 90:

Option A11. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

OPTION B1
1.4.48

Schematic presentation of option B1 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 91.

1.4.49

Modelled flows predicted under option B1 are presented in figure 92 for the AM peak and figure 94
for the PM peak. Option B1 flows have been compared against the do-minimum flows and the
changes in flows are demonstrated in figures 93 and 95 for the AM and PM respectively. Links
coloured in various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an
introduction of the Relief Road whereas those links coloured in different shades of blue are likely to
carry less traffic when compared to the do-minimum scenario. The absolute differences in flows of
less than 50 pcu are not shown.

1.4.50

Figures 96 and 97 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates a spare capacity. A
VoC value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within,
but approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and
above indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays.

1.4.51

Traffic effects of the introduction of the Relief Road are described in table 18.

Figure 91:

Option B1 assumptions

Table 18:
Criteria

Option B1 results
WSTM3 results

(1) Relieve congestion
through the village

Option B1 Relief Road is predicted to attract in the AM peak 773-823
pcu in the northbound direction and 651-695 pcu in the southbound
direction. In the PM peak the Relief Road is forecast to carry 748-759
pcu in the northbound direction and 721-796 pcu in the southbound
direction.
An introduction of an alternative route through the village of Arborfield
will provide a significant congestion relief for the village bringing the
traffic flows to base year 2010 levels.

(2) Relieve congestion at
Arborfield Cross

VoC values at the Arborfield Cross junction fall below 75%.

(3) Impact on the local
roads

Option B1 results in traffic reassignment in the area of interest with
the following main changes in traffic flows:
In the AM peak a traffic switch is forecast from the northbound
direction of the B3030 Sindlesham Road to Bearwood Lane of around
80 pcu
Traffic flow along Church Lane is forecast to increase in the
westbound direction by 100 pcu in the AM and 69 pcu in the PM
In the AM the westbound direction of School Road is predicted
show a reduction in traffic volumes by 115 pcu

Other

The additional capacity provided by the Relief Road results in an
effect of induced traffic attracting to the A327 corridor around 178
northbound pcu in the AM peak and 128 northbound pcu in the PM,
which previously used other routes to reach their ultimate
destinations.

+/ Effect

Figure 92:

Figure 93:

Option B1. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Option B1 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 94:

Figure 95:

Option B1. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Option B1 minus Do-Minimum. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu

Figure 96:

Option B1. 2026 AM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

Figure 97:

Option B1. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, %

